FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MEDIA RELEASE

DSS LAW APPOINTS NEW PARTNER & SPECIAL COUNSEL
DSS Law has recently appointed a new partner to the firm, Ben Skinner, to lead DSS Law’s
Melbourne Litigation team. With more than twelve years’ experience, including as owner and
founder of a boutique legal practice in Melbourne, Mr Skinner delivers a pragmatic focus to
complex legal solutions underpinned by commercial acumen.
DSS Law has also welcomed Lee McCallum (Special Counsel, Brisbane office), Amy Weiner
(Senior Associate, Melbourne office) and Bek Cetinkaya (Solicitor, Melbourne office).
DSS Law Managing Director, David Sorban, says the appointment of the four new lawyers
will bring more than twenty years’ combined experience in the legal industry to the existing
DSS Law firm.
“Ben, Amy, Bek and Lee are exceptional additions to our firm and we are proud to have such
formidable advocates for our clients within the DSS Law team.
“DSS Law is synonymous with commercial and corporate law but is expanding the areas in
which we service our clients, including personal injury with the addition of Ms McCallum. I
am very excited about what our firm will achieve for our clients in 2019 with our new staff
members," Mr Sorban said.
Strengthening the diverse background of DSS Law's solicitors, Lee McCallum has joined the
Brisbane team having previously completed active service in the Royal Australian Navy. Ms
McCallum has more than eleven years’ experience and specialises in institutional sexual
abuse, workplace accidents, catastrophic injuries and motor vehicle claims.
Amy Weiner has joined the Melbourne team as Senior Associate, and is based in the
Litigation and Insolvency team. Bringing a wealth of experience in commercial litigation, Ms
Weiner achieves her clients’ commercial objectives through building trusted professional
relationships.
Bek Cetinkaya is part of the DSS Law Litigation team and is based also in the DSS Law
Melbourne office. Bek specialises in commercial litigation and alternative dispute resolution,
while also being experienced in both minor and complex litigious matters.
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-ENDSDSS Law is a client-focused law firm with a reputation for providing high quality legal advice
and tailored commercial solutions across a range of areas of law including litigation,
property, commercial, corporate, insolvency, and wills and estates.
We are committed to building trusted, long-term relationships with our clients to ensure our
clients’ success today and in the future.
For further information, please contact Renee Pappagallo on (07) 3210 2373.
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